




Think about a situation or time in your life that you found stressful. In complete
sentences, describe the situation. Identify the stressor as being internal or 
external and if the resulting stress was positive or negative.

6

Describe a stimulus and why it might trigger a stress response. Write your 
answer in complete sentences.

5

The stimulus that triggers a stress response is detected by what?4

Classify these stressors as either internal or external.3
Not getting enough sleep

Pain from an injury
A busy or overwhelming schedule

Poor self-image
The death of a loved one

Not having enough money to afford food

A. Your brain
B. Your intuition

C. Your unconsciousness
D. Your senses

Internal     External

Stress is caused by stressors which can come from either inside the body or 
outside of the body. What do we call these two types of stressors?

2

Stress is the body’s reaction to any situation that requires a change
or response. Is stress always negative? Why or why not?

1

DateName

What Is Stress Interfactive Reflection

No, stress can be positive or negative.

external stressors and internal stressors

Student answers will vary.

Student answers will vary.

D.  Your senses

Answer Key
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